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EVAPORATING GLOBAL CHARGESIN BRANEWORLDGia DvaliDepartment of Physis, New York UniversityNew York, NY 10003, USAand Gregory GabadadzeTheoretial Physis Institute, University of MinnesotaMinneapolis, MN 55455, USA(Reeived July 8, 2002)Dediated to Stefan Pokorski on his 60th birthdayIn braneworld models the global harges, suh as baryon or lepton num-ber, are not onserved. The global-harge non-onservation is a rathermodel-independent feature whih arises due to quantum �utuations ofthe brane worldvolume. These �utuations reate �baby branes� that anapture some global harges and arry them away into the bulk of higher-dimensional spae. Suh proesses are exponentially suppressed at low-energies, but an be signi�ant at high enough temperatures or energies.These e�ets an lead to a new, intrinsially high-dimensional mehanismof baryogenesis. Baryon asymmetry might be produed due either to evap-oration into the baby branes, or reation of the baryon number exess inollisions of two Brane Universes.PACS numbers: 11.27.+d, 11.30.�j1. IntrodutionThe presently available theory of quantum gravity an be formulated inspae-time with dimensionality greater than four. One possible senario,of how our four-dimensional world emerges in this piture, is based onthe assumption that all the Standard Model partiles are loalized on a3-dimensional brane [1℄. The absene of supersymmetry in the observableworld ould be related to a non-BPS nature of the brane [2℄. Within the �eldtheory ontext the simplest loalization mehanism for fermions is due to(2419)



2420 G. Dvali, G. Gabadadzethe index theorem in the solitoni bakground [3℄. As shown in [4℄, the loal-ization of spin-1 gauge-�elds in the �eld theory ontext is also possible but ismore ompliated. The mehanism requires the gauge group to be on�ningaway from the brane [4℄. This has an important model-independent onse-quene for the gauge-harge onservation on the brane, whih is nothing butgauge �ux onservation in the on�ning medium.One of the motivations for the Brane Universe senario is that it allows tolower the fundamental sale of quantum gravity all the way down to TeV orso, thus, providing a novel view on the Hierarhy problem [5,6℄. The observedweakness of gravity at large distanes is beause gravitational �uxes spreadinto the N extra dimensions. The relation between the observed Planksale, MP ' 1019 GeV, and the so-alled fundamental Plank sale M isthen given by [5℄: M2P =MN+2VN ; (1)where VN � RN with N � 2, is the volume of extra ompati�ed spa-tial dimensions. The size of ompati�ed radii in this piture an be in asub-millimeter range without on�iting with any present astrophysial orlaboratory onstraints [7℄.Below we argue that global harges are not onserved in the Brane Uni-verse. The non-onservation of global harges is due to quantum �utua-tions of the brane on whih the Standard Model lives. These �utuationsan produe baby branes whih an apture global harges and arry themaway from the brane. At high enough temperatures or energies ompa-rable with the brane tension the proess of baby brane reation beomessigni�ant. This leads to the global-harge transport from our brane. Theorresponding proess will look as non-onservation of global harges fora four-dimensional observer living on the brane1. These non-onservationmehanisms are signi�ant in the osmologial ontext and an lead to newsoures of baryogenesis. We disuss a possible osmologial senario basedon the Brane In�ation mehanism [11℄. This senario results in the baryonnumber aess in our four-dimensional Brane Universe.2. Non-onservation of global harges in the Brane UniverseIn this setion we disuss the mehanisms for non-onservation of globalharges in the Brane Universe. The objetive is to demonstrate that there areintrinsially high-dimensional phenomena whih lead to baryon and leptonnumber non-onservation on our brane.Let us start with the ase when our (3 + 1)-dimensional Brane Universeis embedded in higher dimensional spae-time. We will think of the brane1 These proesses somewhat resemble the loss of quantum oherene in quantum gravity[8�10℄.



Evaporating Global Charges in Braneworld 2421as being a dynamial objet with the tension � � M4. This brane an�utuate. The �utuations are stronger at high temperature. In fat, thereis a probability for the Brane Universe to wiggle strongly and reate a babybrane. At high enough temperature the baby brane will be able to pull o�the mother brane and propagate into the bulk of higher-dimensional spae.This probability is non-vanishing if the temperature of the Brane Universeis nonzero (the same proess ould also be seen at high enough energies).The rate of this proess is exponentially suppressed and an be estimatedas [12℄: �Volume / exp�� EbT � ; (2)where Eb stands for the surfae energy of the baby brane, whih an bedetermined via its surfae area A and tension �, Eb = A�. T stands fortemperature of the Brane Universe. Thus, for high temperatures of orderTeV or so, reation of baby branes should be an appreiable e�et, while itshould drop o� rapidly as the brane ools down.One the baby brane is formed, it an apture some partiles whihhappen to be nearby and arry them away from the mother brane. Whatwill happen if the aptured partiles arry a net global harge, let us saybaryon or lepton number? To larify the issue, let us onsider the ase whenthe aptured state is a gauge singlet ombination of uR; dR and dR quarks (itmight be any other ombination of the Standard Model states whih arriesa non-zero baryon or lepton number but has stritly zero gauge harge).For a four-dimensional observer living on our brane this proess will look asfollows: uR + dR + dR ! NOTHING; (3)where �NOTHING� stands for the baby brane whih got separated from themother brane and arries away the orresponding global harge. Sine thisobjet an gravitate, it will look for a four-dimensional observer as a pieeof dark or hidden matter. Thus, the baby brane will arry its own baryonnumber Bbaby. The value of Bbaby will exatly equal to the baryoni hargethat is lost on the mother brane. If there are no bulk partiles whih anarry well de�ned baryon number, an observer on the mother brane will notbe able to measure Bbaby. Thus, the proess will look as disappearane ofbaryoni harge �B on the mother brane and appearane of the same hargeBbaby = ��B on the baby brane.Let us try to understand this e�et from the point of view of the e�etivefour-dimensional �eld theory whih is seen at distanes larger than the sizeof extra dimensions. Let 	M be a wave-funtion desribing a state of somegroup of partiles on our brane whih arries a net baryoni harge. Likewise,we an de�ne 	B to be a wave-funtion of a set of partiles on the baby



2422 G. Dvali, G. Gabadadzebrane. Both 	M and 	B are sharply loalized funtions in the bulk. Theoverlap between them is exponentially suppressed as the separation of thebranes, r, in extra dimensions inreases. Baryon number onservation in thetheory is a result of the symmetry under the global phase rotations 	M !eiQM�	M , and 	B ! eiQB�	B , where QM and QB denote the harges forthe orresponding wave-funtions. When the branes are separated the wave-funtions 	M and 	B get deoupled. As a result, there are two independentU(1) symmetries available: U(1)M and U(1)B . However, when branes arelose to eah other, the funtions 	M and 	B overlap. As a result, thereis only one unbroken ombination of U(1)M and U(1)B , all it U(1)baryon,whih is de�ning baryon number of the whole system of the overlappingbranes. In terms of the e�etive �eld theory language, the e�etive low-energy Lagrangian ontains U(1)M 
 U(1)B violating term whose strengthdepends on the distane between the branes. This term drops exponentiallyfast as the separation between the branes inreases:( �	M )QB (	B)QM e�rM : (4)What is important here is that the interation should neessarily respetthe U(1)baryon symmetry. As we mentioned above, for small r branes areinterating. Thus, there is only one baryon harge. This harge an beexhanged among the states of 	M and 	B. Suppose�Q denotes the amountof harge whih is being transferred from the one set to another one. Onethe branes are separated (r !1) the overlap term disappears. Thus, thereare two separately onserved harges orresponding to U(1)M and U(1)Brespetively. However, only the harge QM will be seen in the mother braneand, thus, interpreted as the baryon number of our brane. Summarizing,the harge transport from 	M to 	B will look as disappearane of the �Qamount of the baryon harge on our brane and as appearane of exatly thesame amount of the baryon harge on the baby brane.Evidently, in eah individual proess �Q an take either sign and, ifthe system is in equilibrium, the net baryoni harge left on the brane willaverage to zero. However, it might be possible to generate a net baryonasymmetry on the mother brane if the system was out of equilibrium forsome time during its evolution (it also requires C and CP violation [13℄,see disussions below). Below we address this issue and propose possiblesenarios of how the baryon asymmetry ould be generated in the BraneUniverse. Before that let us disuss the fate of loal harges in the BraneUniverse. Seemingly, the same non-onservation proess might be happeningwith the gauge harges, suh as eletri harge for instane. However, thisannot be true [4, 5℄. Indeed, onsider the ase when the loal harge isattahed to the strongly �utuating region of the mother brane whih isabout to be pulled o�. The loal harge, due to the orresponding �ux



Evaporating Global Charges in Braneworld 2423onservation, would neessarily reate a �ux tube originating at the loationof this harge and ending on the mother brane. At high enough energies, ortemperatures likewise, the �ux tube an break apart and the baby brane willeventually be liberated into the bulk of higher-dimensional spae. However,the liberated baby brane will neessarily be neutral with respet to the loalharge under onsideration. Indeed, the proess of breaking of the �ux tubegoes through reation of a harge-anti-harge pair in the tube. One thispair is reated, the anti-harge will get attrated by the original harge sitingon the baby brane. Thus, the �ux tube will break apart in suh a way thatthe anti-harge from the pair will be attahed to the baby brane and theharge of the pair will be attahed to the mother brane. Hene, the �nalon�guration of the liberated baby brane will be eletrially neutral and theloal harge will be onserved on the mother brane. Another way of sayingthis is to reall that all the Standard Model gauge interations should be ina on�ning phase in the bulk spae-time [4℄.Summarizing, we onlude that the proess of baby brane reation shouldlead to non-onservation of global harges (suh as baryon or lepton number)in the Brane Universe. Moreover, this proess will neessarily respet all theloal harge onservation laws.Other examples of suh sharply loalized objets an be bulk �glueballs�or �hadrons�. These are the states that appear in the bulk due to the par-tiular mehanism of loalization of the gauge �elds on the brane. As itwas shown in [4℄, the �eld theory mehanism for loalization of the masslessgauge-�elds on the brane implies that orresponding gauge group is in aon�ning phase in the bulk. Thus, a pair of test harges plaes in the bulkshould be onneted by a �ux tube with the tension proportional to �2,where � is a sale of the on�ning theory in the bulk. The inverse on�ne-ment sale, ��1, sets the loalization width for the observed gauge �elds.For phenomenologial reasons � should be greater than TeV.Notie, that the gauge group in the bulk an be bigger than the Stan-dard Model group. A photon, in this ase, if being emitted into the bulk,beomes a gauge boson of the bigger on�ning theory. Thus, the photonan only esape the mother brane in the form of a heavy bound state, a sortof bulk �glueball�. The similar onsideration applies to fermion states. Ifthe gauge group in the bulk were not on�ning, these fermions would haveesaped the mother brane at energies bigger than the loalization width.However, sine the bulk is on�ning, suh states an only esape within theorresponding �olorless� omposite objets, bulk �Hadrons�. Sine the bulk�Hadrons� might arry o� some net global harges, they an also lead tonon-onservation of the global harges on the brane.Below we study a �eld-theoreti model of non-onservation of globalharges whih is based on on�ning properties of the bulk gauge group.



2424 G. Dvali, G. GabadadzeAs we mentioned before, the group is restored and on�ning outside of thebrane [4℄. For instane, the weak gauge group SU(2)L whih is broken inour brane, should be restored (or be a part of a bigger unbroken group) andon�ning outside of the brane. The same applies to olor SU(3) and hy-perharge U(1)Y symmetries. SU(3) should either be a subgroup of biggeron�ning bulk gauge group, or be the same bulk gauge group with the on-�nement sale greater than TeV. Likewise, U(1)Y should be a part of a biggergroup that is on�ning in the bulk. For simpliity of arguments we will be as-suming that the gauge group within the brane is broken SU(2)L and outsideof the brane it is on�ning SU(2)L (the generalization to the other groupsand interations is straightforward). Let us suppose that within the BraneUniverse the on�ning phase whih is realized outside of the mother braneis seen as a loal false vauum state. Then, in our four-dimensional worldthere is a �nite probability to reate a bubble ( a sort of �hole�) with a on-�ning phase inside. If some �olorless� states with nonzero global harges areaptured inside the bubble, they will be able to �leak� into the bulk. Thesee�ets are omplimentary (but more model-dependent) to those disussed inthe previous subsetions. Let us study the bubble reation proesses morearefully.The probability to reate a bubble per unit volume per unit time in ourworld with the on�nement phase inside of the bubble is given by [14℄:PVolume / exp�� a �4(F (T )� E)3� ; when ��4 > F (T ) > E : (5)Here, F (T ) denotes the free energy of the system as a funtion of tempera-ture of the mother brane T , ��4 denotes the depth of the salar potential ofthe broken SU(2) theory, E is the di�erene between the energy densities ofthe on�ning and the Higgs phases, and a stands for some positive onstantof order 10-100. As T is lose to � � few TeV this probability beomessigni�ant. The theory inside of the bubble is in a on�nement phase. Thus,bound states of partiles whih might form within the bubble are to be SU(2)singlets2. These singlet states will be able to propagate out of the BraneUniverse. The most dramati signature of this propagation is that they willbe able to arry global quantum numbers o� our Brane Universe. For in-stane, onsider a single left-handed neutrino. This partile transforms inthe fundamental dublet of SU(2)L. Thus, it arries a �weak olor� hargeand annot esape the brane. However, in aordane with 't Hooft's orre-spondene priniple [15℄, the neutrino of the theory with a broken SU(2)L2 If all the Standard Model interations are onsidered, these states are supposed tobe �olor singlets� with respet to the whole Standard Model gauge group or w.r.t.the orresponding GUT, if the uni�ation is assumed.



Evaporating Global Charges in Braneworld 2425an be thought of as a �weak olorless� state, or as a bound state of on�ningSU(2)L. Indeed, in the on�nement piture, the left-handed neutrino an bepresented as follows [15℄:�L in Higgs phase h=i �HiLi in on�nement phase : (6)Here, H stands for the Standard Model Higgs dublet, HTi = (�+; �0) and Lstands for the left-handed dublet of a neutrino and eletron, LTi = (�L; eL).It is straightforward to see that the �weak olorless� bound state �HiLi re-dues to an ordinary left-handed neutrino one the Higgs �eld is given anon-zero vauum expetation value (VEV). Indeed, in the unitary gaugeHT = 1p2�v + h; 0�, where v denotes the Higgs VEV and h stands forHiggs �utuations about this VEV. Substituting this expression into theright hand side of Eq. (6) one �nds, �HiLi ! v �L=p2 + :::. Thus, the r.h.s.of Eq. (6) an indeed be thought of as a �weak olorless� state of on�ningSU(2)L; moreover, this state orresponds to the left-handed neutrino of theStandard Model.One the bubble is formed, the �weak olorless� state �HiLi an appear inthe on�ning phase inside of the bubble. This state, as we established above,arries leptoni harge. There is nothing that keeps this �weak olorlessstate� within the hot Brane Universe. Thus, it will be able to esape out intothe higher-dimensional spae. This proess would seem as a leptoni hargenon-onserving phenomenon to a four-dimensional observer living in theBrane Universe. The same applies to all the other standard model partiles.Eah of them an be thought of as �weak olorless� bound states [15℄. Someof them are listed below:eL in Higgs phase h=i "ijHiLj in on�nement phase ;uL in Higgs phase h=i �HiQi in on�nement phase ;dL in Higgs phase h=i "ijHiQj in on�nement phase ;Z0 in Higgs phase h=i �HD�H in on�nement phase : (7)Here, Q denotes the left-handed up and down quark dublet. Some ombina-tions of these states, suh as (here we suppress all the Lorentz indexes andgamma matries) "ab �HiQai dbRdR; "abuaRdbRdR; (8)will be reated as �Standard Model olorless� exitations inside of those bub-bles and, as a result, they will esape our brane at high enough temperaturesor energies. Evidently, they will be able to arry the orresponding global



2426 G. Dvali, G. Gabadadzeharges, suh as lepton or baryon number, away from the mother brane.This will make a four-dimensional observer think that the global quantumnumbers are not onserved at high temperatures or energies in the BraneUniverse. In the next setion we disuss how these proesses might lead tothe baryon asymmetry in the Brane Universe.3. Baryon asymmetry in the Brane UniverseIn this setion we argue that the baryon number non-onservation meh-anisms disussed above might lead to a new approah to baryogenesis inthe Brane Universe. We disuss two possible mehanisms. The �rst one isbased on the fat that C and CP asymmetri branes an treat baryons andantibaryons di�erently. As a result, the rate to apture a baryon on a babybrane di�ers from that for an antibaryon. Thus, net baryon harge aumu-lation is possible if the system is out of equilibrium. The seond senariois based on prodution of the baryon number exess in a ollision of twodi�erent Brane Universes after in�ation. This senario emerges naturallywithin the reently-proposed �Brane In�ation� framework [11℄.As we disussed above, the baby branes and/or on�ning bubbles willarry some baryoni harge o� our brane. The very same proesses will behappening with antibaryons whih will be taken away from the brane bythe same mehanism. If the theory at hand does not distinguish betweenbaryons and antibaryons, then the net harge arried away from our branewill average to zero. However, there is a possibility that the brane atuallydo distinguish between baryons and antibaryons if C and CP are broken.In partiular, if the rate to apture a baryon on a baby brane di�ers fromthe orresponding rate for antibaryons, then the aumulation of the netbaryoni harge on our brane will be possible in non-equilibrium proesses[13℄.Let us onsider a toy model whih demonstrates how this asymmetry anarise. Consider a salar �eld � whih forms a four-dimensional �brane� em-bedded in �ve-dimensional spae-time. Let us say the pro�le of this solitonis given by the familiar �kink� solution:� = v tanh(mx5); (9)where m�1 de�nes the thikness of the brane and v stands for the VEV ofthe orresponding quantum �eld. Consider two �ve-dimensional fermionsoupled to �:Lint = � (g1 � 1 1 + g2 � 2 2) +m0  T1 C(5) 2 + other terms ; (10)where m0 stands for some mass parameter and C(5) denotes the hargeonjugation matrix in �ve-dimensional spae-time, C(5) � C 5. This theory



Evaporating Global Charges in Braneworld 2427has the symmetry:  1 ! exp(i�) 1,  2 ! exp(�i�) 2. We identify thissymmetry group with U(1)baryon, thus  1 and  2 arry opposite baryoniharges. It is well known that eah of these fermions give rise (in the masslesslimit) to a single hiral zero-modes loalized on the brane: (x) �  01(x) exp�� x5Z0 g1�(z)dz�; (x) �  02(x) exp�� x5Z0 g2�(z)dz�: (11)From the point of view of the brane worldvolume �eld theory these hiralfermions an be identi�ed with the worldvolume baryon  and antibaryon  (in Weyl notations)3. In the low-energy theory the �harge onjugation�symmetry  !   is broken sine g1 6= g2. This results in di�erene betweenthe loalization widths for  and   whih are given by � / 1=g1 and�� / 1=g2 respetively. For instane, the width for (left handed) baryonan be made smaller than that for antibaryon (g1 > g2). Then, at energies��1 < E < ���1 the antibaryon   an be �stripped o�� the brane, whilethe baryon  would still be loalized. This toy example expliitly showshow the brane an be �C-asymmetri�. For generating net baryon harge,however, CP breaking is also required. Assuming that this is the ase, (i.e.there are some expliitly CP-non-invariant terms in (10)), we expet thatthe probability for baryons to be aptured by a baby brane is di�erent thanthat for antibaryons (though, this proess is more di�ult to quantify).As a result, the baby branes will be able to remove from our world moreantibaryons than baryons. Thus, the worldvolume observer will eventuallysee the net baryon asymmetry provided that �evaporation� into the babybranes is an out-of-equilibrium proess. Suh a out-of-equilibrium onditionmay emerge for instane from the reheating due to ollisions of two BraneUniverses.Note that in this toy model there are bulk states whih arry baryonnumber. They are Kaluza�Klein states of the original fermions  1 and  2.These states an mediate baryon number exhange between di�erent branes.However, they are heavy, and the orresponding interations are exponen-tially suppressed by the brane separation. Moreover, in realisti models dueto the bulk on�nement (whih we have ignored in this toy example) theseheavy states an only propagate within the bulk �olorless Hadrons�.Finally, we would like to disuss the issue of the over-losure of theUniverse by baby branes in suh a senario. In order to generate the net3 Swithing on small mass m0 � g1;2 v does not hange the qualitative piture.



2428 G. Dvali, G. Gabadadzebaryon asymmetry on our brane, not all the baby branes should return toit. If they stay in the bulk, they will look as a sort of dark matter with TeVmass. If we assume roughly one unit of baryon number aptured per babybrane, their number density would be so large that they would over-losethe Universe. However, there are several ways to avoid this problem. Themost straightforward is to notie that the baby branes need not stay in thebulk, but rather an be �disharged� on some other distant brane (like ours,or even larger dimensionality). In suh a ase the energy density of babybranes will be onverted into the distant brane tension and will be absorbedinto the e�etive over-all osmologial term�e� =Xi �i + �bulkVN ; (12)where �bulk is the bulk osmologial onstant and the summation is overall branes. The probability that the baby brane enounters a bigger braneand gets disharged there needs further quanti�ation within more realistimodels.In this subsetion we disuss the mehanism of baryogenesis whih nat-urally arises within the Brane In�ation framework [11℄. Aording to thegeneral Brane Universe senario, we live on a brane or a set of overlap-ping branes. The later possibility is supported by D-brane onstrutionsin whih the existene of a non-Abelian gauge group requires a number ofparallel D-branes sitting on top of eah other.Before supersymmetry is broken branes are BPS states with zero netfore between them. This is ertainly true for two (or more) parallel D-branes, where the gravitational and dilaton attration is exatly anelingwith the repulsion mediated by Ramond�Ramond �elds [16℄. Similar exam-ples an be onstruted for �eld-theoreti branes, topologial solitons [17℄.However, in the real world supersymmetry must be broken and dilatonshould be stabilized. Thus, we expet a non-zero net fore between branes.The general expression for a potential between two suh parallel branes em-bedded in N > 2 transverse dimensions at large distanes (r �M�1) takesthe following form: V (r) =M4�d+ bje�rmj � 1(M r)N�2 � : (13)The onstant term d omes from the short-range brane-brane interation.In fat, it aounts for interations between partiles loalized on di�erentbranes, whose wave-funtions only an overlap if branes interset. The po-tential is normalized as V (1) = 2�, � being the brane tension. Yukawapotentials in (13) ome from the exhange of heavy bulk modes with masses



Evaporating Global Charges in Braneworld 2429mj , and the power law interation omes from the bulk gravitational attra-tion. If the D-brane piture is adopted, then mj 's should be understood asmasses of dilaton and Ramond�Ramond �elds. Regardless of what is theatual realization of branes, be it the D-brane piture or �eld theory soli-ton ontext, the potential in (13) desribes adequately interations betweenthose objets. The model-dependent quantities are parameterized by oe�-ients d; bj andmj . These parameters determine the minimal separation rvaat whih the branes are stabilized in the lowest-energy state. If rva < M�1,the separation between the branes is smaller than the typial size at whihthe branes ould �utuate. Thus, the branes e�etively sit on top of eahother. As a result, the partiles loalized on these two branes are e�etivelyshared by both of them. Below we will onentrate on the following alter-native possibility. Let us assume that rva � M�1. In this ase partilesloalized on two di�erent branes have no overlap. Thus, they belong toeither of branes, but are not shared among them. These two worlds anommuniate to eah other by exhanging bulk �elds. If these interationpreserve global harges, B and L harges are onserved separately on eahbranes.Let us see how this piture is a�eted by the dynamis of the brane in�a-tion [11℄. One the branes are separated by a distane r � rva, the nonzeropotential energy between the branes gives rise to the four-dimensional e�e-tive osmologial onstant that drives in�ation [11℄. This onstant an bede�ned as follows: �e� = V (r) + �bulkVN ; (14)where �bulk is the bulk osmologial onstant and VN is the volume of theextra ompati�ed spae. Nearly zero value of the osmologial onstantthat is observed today implies that�va = V (rva) + �bulkVN ' 0: (15)Thus, aording to Eqs. (13), (14), the four-dimensional vauum osmologi-al onstant will be nonzero for any r 6= rva. This potential energy will drivein�ation, the exponential growth of the three non-ompat dimensions2. Thenext ruial thing is to note that for r � rva the potential (13) is a very�at funtion of r. As a result, the branes fall very slowly on eah other.Thus, during this proess the Universe is dominated by the potential energywhih in fat triggers in�ation in non-ompat dimensions. We should alsoemphasis that the ompat dimensions will not in�ate sine the e�etiveHubble size is never smaller than the size of the ompat dimensions [11℄.From the point of view of an e�etive four-dimensional theory this proess2 The size of the extra dimensions will not be a�eted by this growth provided thatthe mass of the radius modulus is at least mm�1 [11℄.



2430 G. Dvali, G. Gabadadzeis equivalent to slow rolling of a salar �eld, an in�aton � = rM2: This �eld,aording to (13) has a very �at potential. The quantity h�i = rvaM2 isjust the vauum expetation value of the in�aton today.The end of in�ation is determined by the value of � whih breaks eitherof the standard slow-roll onditions V 0MP=V < 1; V 00M2P=V < 1 (see [11℄ fordetails). The epoh in whih we are interested in starts right at this point ofthe evolution. We will argue below that after the branes ollide and reheateah other, the net baryoni harge an be indued on our brane.One possible senario emerges when the branes get stabilized after theollision at some large distane rva � M�1. This is going to be the aseif the branes repeal at short distanes. For instane, this ondition an berealized within the D-brane onstrution if dilaton beomes heavier than theorresponding Ramond�Ramond �eld mD �M � mRR. As a onsequene,when r � m�1RR the Ramond�Ramond repulsion takes over and branes getstabilized at rva � m�1RR.Let us follow this senario more loser. The potential energy of theUniverse during in�ation an be estimated as follows:�e�(r � rva) �M4�mRRM �2�N : (16)This amount of energy will transform into the energy of olliding branes afterin�ation. Let the wave-funtion of a set of partiles loalized on our brane be our(x�), likewise, the wave funtion of a set of some di�erent partiles livingon the other brane be  other(y�). There is a U(1)our baryon number symme-try on our brane,  our(x�) ! eiQour� our(x�). Likewise, there is a similarU(1)other symmetry on the other brane,  other(x�) ! eiQother� other(x�).When branes are separated, these are two di�erent symmetries. In the ef-fetive four-dimensional theory, this simply means that the interations thatbreak U(1)our 
U(1)other are suppressed as follows:( �our)Qother e�rM ( other)Qour : (17)However, one the branes ome on top of eah other, the suppression goesaway. As a result, we are left with the only one onserved harge Q =Qother +Qour.During in�ation partiles are in�ated away on both branes and the ex-petation values of the operators Qother and Qour vanish. When the branesollide part of their energy is spent on reation of partiles, baby branesand/or bubbles. Sine the total harge Q is onserved, the net hargeprodued on the both branes should be zero. However, during the non-equilibrium ollision proess the branes overlap. Thus, Qother and Qour willnot be separately onserved, and it might happen that in some reations



Evaporating Global Charges in Braneworld 2431�Qour = ��Qother 6= 0. Thus, the net global harges will be left on eahbranes. In addition to this e�et, some harge will be arried away by thebaby branes and/or the on�ning bubbles as disussed in the previous se-tions. We an brie�y summarize the proess desribed above as follows:The branes, while olliding, spend a very little time on top of eah other.After that, they just �boune bak� and start to osillate about the equi-librium point rva. If C and CP symmetries are broken during the braneollisions, the ouplings (17) allow �harges� to be �exhanged� among  ourand  other during the short time moment of the ollision. Thus, it mighthappen that one harge is produed in in�aton deays in exess and theother one in de�it (see the example below). One the ollision happened,these ouplings swith-o� almost instantly, and as a result, the values ofnonzero harge asymmetries �Qour = ��Qother 6= 0 freeze-out. This, inpartiular, happens sine the ouplings (17) vanish almost instantly and theharges beome separately onserved on two di�erent branes.The qualitative disussions given above an be made more preise byonsidering a simpli�ed toy model. Consider two types of fermions, let usall them Bj and DA. Bj's are loalized on our brane and arry baryonnumber (U(1)B). DA's, on the other hand, are loalized on a distant braneand arry the orresponding global harge (U(1)D). Given the exponentialsuppression of the overlap of their wave-funtions, a part of the e�etivefour-dimensional Lagrangian for these fermions an be written as follows:Lint = ij(�) BiBj + AB(�) DADB + �iA(�) e� �M DABi+��iA e� �M BiDA + ijkm(�) BiBjBkBm (18)+ABCD(�) DADBDCDD + other interations + H:: :Here, � �M2r denotes a brane-separation modulus �eld, the in�aton, and's and �'s are some polynomial funtions of � in whih C and CP violationsare enoded. Bi and DA stand for harge onjugated �elds. Note thatinterations of � with the �elds on the same brane need not be exponentiallysuppressed. In some ases, these interations arise after integrating out thebulk modes (e.g. open string modes strethed between two branes) whihaquire masses due to the VEV of � and have diret ouplings to the lightmodes on eah brane. On the other hand, all the overlapping terms whihbreak U(1)B
U(1)D symmetry expliitly must be exponentially suppressed(sine, by the assumption, there are no light bulk modes with these harges).Thus, when branes are well separated � � M , the overlap terms aresuppressed and the Lagrangian has two independent U(1)-symmetries. Oneof them ats on B's and an be regarded as baryon number symmetry inour brane. When branes ome loser, however, the overlap terms do notvanish. As a result, we are left with one ommon fermion-number Abelian



2432 G. Dvali, G. Gabadadzesymmetry group U(1)F . This last onserves the �total harge� of the branesQ � QB + QD. Let us now turn to the partiles whih are being reatedin the in�aton deay. This deay, as we just mentioned, onserves the totalharge Q. However, the individual harges, QB and QD are not onserved.Therefore, the rate for baryon number reation (e.g. in two-body deays)�! Bi+DA; �! B�i +D�A ; and, likewise, the rate for antibaryon numberreation, are di�erent. Thus, although Q is onserved in the in�aton deays,individually QB and QD will not be onserved if both C and CP are broken.Note that there might exist an additional soure of physial CP viola-tion due to �time interfae� whih an arise as a result of the time-dependentVEV of � and di�erent dimensional operators present in the  and � fun-tions. These ontributions are learly very model-dependent and we will notattempt to quantify them here. An important outome, however, is that ingeneral, the rate to produe baryons in the in�aton deays di�ers from thesame rate for antibaryons if C and CP are broken. Therefore, the nonzerovalue of �QB = ��QD will be produed. When the branes boune bakafter the ollision, the in�aton VEV sharply inreases. Thus, the U(1)Bviolating terms in (18) swith o� and the baryon generation proess stopsbefore the system equilibrates. As a result, the aumulated net baryoniharge �QB freezes-out. Thus, our brane will be arrying the net baryonnumber [18℄ after the system omes to equilibrium.REFERENCES[1℄ V.A. Rubakov, M.E. Shaposhnikov, Phys. Lett. B125, 136 (1983).[2℄ G. Dvali, M. Shifman, Nul. Phys. B504, 127 (1996).[3℄ R. Jakiw, C. Rebbi, Phys. Rev. D13, 3398 (1976); E. Weinberg, Phys. Rev.D24, 2669 (1981).[4℄ G. Dvali, M. Shifman, Phys. Lett. B396, 64 (1997).[5℄ N. Arkani-Hamed, S. Dimopoulos, D. Dvali, Phys. Lett. B429, 263 (1998).[6℄ I. Antoniadis, N. Arkani-Hamed, S. Dimopoulos, G. Dvali, Phys. Lett. B436,257 (1998).[7℄ N. Arkani-Hamed, S. Dimopoulos, D. Dvali, hep-ph/9807344; Phys. Rev.D59, 086004 (1999).[8℄ G.V. Lavrelashvili, V.A. Rubakov, P.G. Tinyakov, JETP Lett. 46 (1987), 167;Nul. Phys. B299, 757 (1988).[9℄ S.W. Hawking, Phys. Lett. 195B, 337 (1987).[10℄ S. Giddings, A. Strominger, Nul. Phys. B306, 890 (1988); Nul. Phys. B307,854 (1988); S. Coleman, Nul. Phys. B307, 867 (1988).[11℄ G.R. Dvali, S.H. Tye, Phys. Lett. B450, 72 (1999).
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